CIRCULAR

Sub:- GEdn - Package - Staff Fixation during 2013-14- Reg:

2. Circular No. 31904/J2/12/GEdn. dated 06.06.12.

As per the G.O. referred above, it was ordered that the Staff fixation in each school during 2010-11 academic year would be applicable to 2011-12 also. In the circular referred 2nd above, it is clarified that the Staff fixation for 2010-11 will be made applicable to 2012-13 also till the process of UID enrollment is completed in each school and the staff fixation will be revised in each school as soon as UID based strength is available.

2. The process of Staff fixation as per UID based strength is yet to be completed and is in the final stage. In the circumstances it is clarified that the staff fixation for 2010-11 will continue and their salary will be disbursed until further orders.
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